Abstract. The axiom system ACP of [BeK84a] was extended with real time features in [BaB91]. Here we proceed to define a discrete time extension of ACP, along the lines ofATP [NiS94]. We present versions based on relative timing and on absolute timing. Both approaches are integrated using parametric timing. The time free ACP theory is embedded in the discrete time theory.
Introduction
Process algebra in the form of ACP [BeK84a, BaW90] , CCS [Mi189] or CSP [BHR84, Hoa85] describes the main features of imperative concurrent programming without explicit mention of time. Implicitly, time is present in the interpretation of sequential composition: in p.q (ACP notation) the process p must be executed before q. A quantitative view on the relation between process execution and progress of time is absent in these calculi, however. Process algebras can be developed that provide standardised features to incorporate a quantitative view on time. An option is to represent time by means of non-negative reals, and to have time stamps on actions. This is done in [BaB91, Klu93] for ACP, in [MOT90] for CCS and in [ReR88] for CSP. The timed versions of ACP, CCS and CSP in these papers differ concerning the degree to which time stamping is explicit in the notational format of the proposed process algebras. This in turn influences the form of equations, axiomatisations and the appearance of examples. Another option is to divide time in slices indexed by natural numbers, to have an implicit or explicit time stamping mechanism that provides each action with the time slice in which it occurs and to have a time order within each slice only. This has been worked out in ATP [NSV90], [NiS94], a process algebra that adds time slicing to a version of ACP based on action prefixing rather than sequential composition. Further, [Gro90a] has extended ACP with time slices whereas [MOT89] have added these features to CCS. We propose to use the phrase discrete time process algebra if an enumeration of time slices is used.
The objective of this paper is to extend ACP to a discrete time process algebra. We present three views on discrete time process algebra. In Section 3, we consider discrete time process algebra with relative timing, where timing refers to the execution of the previous action. We refer to [BaB92] for a version where all actions have a time stamp. Here, we present the so-called two-phase version, where the passage of time and the execution of actions is separated. In Section 4, we have discrete time process algebra with absolute timing, where all timing refers to an absolute clock. Here again, we only consider the two-phase version. In Section 5, we have discrete time process algebra with parametric timing, where absolute and relative timing are integrated. For parametric timing, we introduce a model based on time spectrum sequences.
There are many practical uses conceivable for timed process algebras. In particular, we mention the TOOLBus (see [BeK94, 95] ). TooI.Bus contains a program notation called T which is syntactically sugared discrete time process algebra. Programs in T are called T-scripts. The runtime system is also described in terms of discrete time process algebra. By using randomised symbolic execution the TooLBus implementation enables the axioms of process algebra to be viewed as correctness preserving transformations of T-scripts. A comparable part of discrete time process algebra that is used to describe T-scripts has also been used for the description of ~bSDL, flat SDL, a subset of SDL that leaves out modularisation and concentrates on timing aspects (see [BeM95] ).
We design our algebras (or rather their specifications) in a modular, incremental way. We have absolute time algebras BPAdat, PAdat, ACPdat, relative time algebras BPAdrt, PAdrt, ACPdrt, and parametric time algebras BPAdpt, PAdpt, ACPdp t. This segmentation resembles the segmentation of ACP that can be found in [BaW90] . ACPda t can be seen as the discretised version of the real time theory ACPp of [BaB91], ACPdp t the discretised version of the real time theory ACPp ~/of [BaB93] .
It appears that ACPdr t is an axiom system quite similar to ATP of [NiS94] . The key new operator is a new process constructor are / P-~ P. The notation a has been taken from [HER90], the subscript reI draws attention to the relative time setting. arel(x ) delays the process x until the next time slice. We can define all operators of ATP [NSV90, NiS94] 
ACP with Immediate Time Stop
As the basis for our development, we start out from the time free theory ACP, with an additional constant c~. This process will play a special role; it stands for immediate (and catastrophic) deadlock. The syntax has constants a (for each a ~ A,. some given set of atomic actions), a constant c~ (inaction) and a constant (immediate deadlock). We have operators + (alternative composition) and 9 (sequential composition). These elements constitute the syntax of BPA6. The syntax of PA~ has in addition the parallel composition II and the left merge [~. We also need the absolute value operator ]-I in the formulation of the axioms for left merge, as the axioms without this operator will not hold in the extension to relative time. The absolute value operator initialises a process in the first time slice. In a time free theory as is the case here, it is simply the identity. In the case of ambiguities or overlap with additional syntax one may write I-labs for the absolute value operator. The syntax of ACP~ adds to this the communication merge I (where this operator is given on A U {6}, satisfying axioms C1 3) and the encapsulation operator 0 H (for H~A).
The theory BPA~ has the axioms A1-5, A6A, A7, A6ID, A7ID from Table 1 , the theory PA~ has in addition the axioms AV1 5, LMID1, 2, CM2AV, CM3AV, CM4 and the axiom M1, which is CM1 without third summand (Xll Y= X ~ Y+ Y [~ x), the theory of ACP3 has all axioms from Table 1 .We see that the absolute operator is the identity for all closed terms over this syntax, and distributes through all operators. The theory ACP of [BeK84a] can be obtained from the theory ACP~ as a subalgebra of reduced model specification (an SRM specification, in the terminology of [BaB94]) : consider the initial algebra of the theory ACP~, reduce this model by omitting the constant c~ and the absolute value operator, then the resulting subalgebra is completely axiomatised by the theory ACP. This means 
that the present axiomatisation induces the same identities between closed terms over ACP.
Structured Operational Semantics
We give a semantics in terms of Plotkin-style operational rules. As set of states S we have the set of closed process expressions, and we define the following relations on states:
(denotes action execution) action termination _ S x A, notation s ~>~/ (execution of a terminating action) immediate deadlock ___ S, notation ID(s) (holds only for terms equal to a)
A relation holds on S only when it is derivable (as defined in [Ver94] ) from the rules given in Table 2 . We omit rules for the absolute value operator, as they are trivial. In these rules, we find the negation of a predicate. In order to show that these rules give rise to a unique transition relation on closed terms, it helps to use results and terminology of [Ver94] . Bisimulation is defined as usual, so a symmetric binary relation R on process terms is a bisimulation iff the following transfer conditions hold: 1. IfR(p, q) andp&p' (aeA), then there is q' such that q~q' and R(s I, t').
Two terms p, q are bisimilar, p ~ q, if there exists a bisimulation relating them. We can make the set of process terms modulo bisimulation into a model for ACP~. In order to do this, we first need to know that bisimulation is a congruence. [Ver94] proves that this is true, as long as the operational rules satisfy his panth format. It is easy to establish that this is indeed the case. We can also prove that the axiomatisation given in Table 1 is complete for this model.
Discrete Time Process Algebra with Relative Timing
We present axioms for process algebras in which actions are timed relatively. With cts(a) we denote the process that will execute a in the time slice in which it is initialised, and will then terminate immediately. So if cts(a) is enabled during slice 7, then a will be performed in the course of slice 7. With the operator ~rre l processes can be delayed one time slice. So if the process ~Trel(~Trel(Cts(a ) + cts(b))) is initialised in slice 5, this has the effect that in slice 7 a choice between a and b must be made. The algebra ACPar t presented is a version of ATP tailored towards ACP. It is a slight modification of the axiom system ACPdt introduced in [BaB92].
Basic Process Algebra
The signature of BPAdr t has besides the constant 6, constants cts(a) (for a~A~), denoting a in the current time slice, with immediate termination. The superscript denotes that time free atoms are not part of the signature. We can also denote as(a) as a [1] or a (the alternative notations were used in [BaB92]). Within a time slice, there is no explicit mention of the passage of time; we can see the passage to the next time slice as a clock tick. Thus, the cts(a) are the non-delayable actions, as can be found, e.g. in [NiS94]: the action must occur before the next clock tick. The operators are alternative and sequential composition, and the relative discrete time unit delay tTre l (adapted from [HER90], can also be denoted arel (1) or ad; the last notation was used in [BaB92]). The process ~Trel(X ) will start x after one clock tick, i.e. in the next time slice.
The signature of BPAdr t adds to this the constants a, for a e A~. These are the delayable actions, a number of clock ticks can occur before the action is executed.
More explicitly, we can refer to these constants as ats(a), action a performed in any time slice, with immediate termination. In the presence of an empty process or a silent step, we will have different versions, that do not show immediate termination. The axioms of BPA~t are A1-5, A6ID, A7ID of BPA 3 plus DRT1-4 of Table 3 , BPAar t adds to this A6A, A7 and the axiom ADRT.
The axiom DRT1 is the time factorisation axiom: it says that the passage of time by itself cannot determine a choice. Axiom DRT3 identifies processes that can be distinguished: cts(O) denotes a deadlock at the end of the current time slice, and aret(6 ) denotes an immediate deadlock at the beginning of the next time slice. This is the difference between open and closed time stops that we discussed in [BaB93], Section 8.1. Here, as in [BaB93], we abstract from this difference. This simplifies the Table 3 . BPAdr t = BPA,~+DRTI~4, ADRT 
algebra considerably, but makes the operational semantics somewhat more complicated.
Structured Operational Semantics
We give a semantics in terms of Plotkin-style operational rules, by adding the following relation on states:
time step ___ S x S, notation s 2, s' (denotes passage to the next time slice).
We add to the rules given in Section 2 for BPAj the rules given in Table 4 . This time, we also have the negation of a relation, y ~ means that there is no expression y' such O" / that y+y. Nevertheless, we can still use the results of [Ver94]. Bisimulation will also have to preserve time steps, so for a bisimulation R we require in addition: r qt 4. If R(p, q) and p +p, then there is such that q 2> q, and R(s', t').
Basic Terms
We define the set of basic terms Bdr t over BPAdr t inductively. We use the auxiliary sets B}r t (basic terms that start in the current time slice) and Ba,~ t (basic terms that can start after arbitrary many ticks), to be defined simultaneously. 
Elimination
Let t be a closed BPAdrt-term. Then there is a basic term s over BPATrrt such that BPAar t F-t = s. Let t be a closed BPAdrt-term. Then there is a basic term s over BPAdr t such that BPAdr t F-t = s.
Soundness and Completeness
Let p, q be closed BPAart-expressions. Then we have BPAdr t ~-p = q<:*'p~q, i.e.
BPAdr t is sound and complete for the set of transition graphs modulo bisimulation.
Let p, q be closed BPAdrt-expressions. Then we have BPAdr t t-p = q ~-p ~_ q, so also BPAdr t is a sound and complete axiomatisation.
Conservativity
BPAdr t is a conservative extension of BPA 3, i.e. for all closed BPA3-terms s, t we have BPA 3 F-s = t <:~ BPAdr t ~-s = t.
Graph Model
Thus, we have found a sound and complete model for BPA~t. It is also possible to define a graph model for BPAdr t directly, not by giving a transition system specification, but by defining an interpretation of the constants and operators on process graphs. We define a set of process graphs as in [BaW90] with labels from A U {a} satisfying the extra condition that every node has at most one outgoing a-labelled edge. Moreover, a termination node can have a label ~/(for successful termination), or ID (for immediate deadlock). A a-edge may not lead to a ~/-node.
Let N be the set of such process graphs. To state this precisely, an element of .~ is a sextuple (N, E, r, T, ID, ~/) where Nis the set of nodes, E __ (N-7) x A U {a} x N is the set of edges, r ~ N is the root node, T ~_ N is the set of termination nodes, and 
ID ~_ T, ~/ ~_ T--ID.
We define an interpretation as follows (n ~ N): 
nr~l(Cts(a)'X ) = cts(a). 7r~,et(x)
1. The constant 6 is mapped to the graph with one node, the root, labelled ID. 2. The constant cts(a) is mapped to the process graph with two nodes, the first the root, the last a C-node, connected by an a-edge. The constant a adds to this graph a a-edge from the root to itself.
The constant as(O)
is mapped to the process graph with one node, the root and no edges, no node-labels. The constant 6 adds to this graph a a-edge from the root to itself. 4. Given graphs g, h, we first have to root-unwind both graphs in order to form the sum (see e.g.
[BaW90]). In the case where one graph is the cLgraph, the sum is simply the other graph. Then, the graph g + h is formed by identifying the roots of g and h. Next, if both roots have an outgoing a-edge, both these edges are removed, and a new a-edge is added to the sum of the graphs the original a-edges were going to. If necessary, the procedure is repeated. 5. Given graphs g, h, in order to form g. h, append at each ~/-node of g a copy ofh.
6. Given graph g, the tree aret(g ) is formed by removing the/D-label in case g is the ~-graph, and otherwise, by adding a new root, with a a-edge from the new root to the old root.
Projection
We can also define a model using a projective limit construction as in [Bek84b] . In order to do this, we define projections. The relative time nth projection operator n~el cuts off a process after n steps have been executed. Here, we count both time steps and action steps. We give axioms in Table 5 . We have that every closed term over the extended signature, including projection operators, can also be written as a basic term. 
To give an example, zc~el(cts(a)"cts(~))= ~, rcrlel(cts(a)" cts(~))= cts(a)" 6, and rc~et(cts(a)'cts(6)) = cts(a)-cts(6)
for
Free Merge
In PAdrt, we add the parallel composition operator ]] (merge) with its auxiliary operator II (left merge). PAdt has the axioms of BPA~t, axioms M 1, CM4, LMID 1,2 
cts(a) ~ (X+ cts(6)) = cts(a).(X+ cts(O))

DRTCM2
cts(a). X EL ( Y+ cts(gO) = cts(a). (x [I (Y+ cts(~)))
DRTCM3
cr~t(X) [1_ (cts(a) + I1) = ~r m(X ) ~_ (cts(6) + Y)
DRT5 a~e~(X) [L (cts(a)" Y + Z) = ~rm(X ) [L (cts(O)+ Z) DRT6 a~/(X) ~ a~/(Y) = ~r,.~l(X ~ Y) DRT7
cts(a) I as(b) = cts(a[ b) cts(a). X I cts(b) = cts(a I b). x cts(a) I as(b)" X = cts(a I b)" X cts(a)" XI as(b)" Y = cts(a[ b)'(X II Y) c~H(.cts(a)) = cts(a) if ar c~cts(a)) = as(g 0 if asH
of Section 2 and the axioms in Table 6 (a 6 A, x, y, z ~ P). Notice that Crrel(X ) It cts(6) = cts(6) can be derived using DRT7, DRT3, LMID2. PAdr t adds the additional axioms of BPAdr t and the axioms CM2AV, CM3AV of Section 2. We postpone the definition of the absolute value operator on relative time processes to Section 5.1. We can still use axioms CM2AV, CM3AV to eliminate the merge from time free terms, in other cases we can use axiom ADRT. The operational semantics adds the rule in Table 7 to the rules concerning PA~ in Table 2 and the rules of BPAdr t.
We have results as before:
Let t be a closed PA~t-term. Then there is a basic term s over BPA~t such that
PAdr t ~ t = s.
Let t be a closed PAdrt-term. Then there is a basic term s over BPAar t such that
PAdr t I--t = s.
3. Let p, q be closed PA~t-expressions. Then we have PA~t t-p = q~p ~q. 4. Let p, q be closed PAdrt-expressions. Then we have PAdr t ~p = q~=~p~q.
PAdr t is a conservative extension of PA~.
As an example, we calculate cts(a) ).
Communication
We add the communication merge I based on a given commutative, associative function on A~ with 6 as neutral element, and the encapsulation operator C~r. ACPdrdr t modifies PAdr t by replacing axiom M1 by CM1 and adding axioms C1-3, CMID1, 2, CM8, 9, D3, 4 of ACP~ and the additional axioms in x-~x ,y-~ y x&x'
x lyZx'ly' aAx)~a~x') adds also the remaining axioms of ACPj to PAdr t. Operational rules are given in Table 9 . We obtain elimination, soundness, completeness and conservativity as before.
An example of the elimination of the merge is as follows (with a l b = c):
(cts(a) + arel(Cts(b)) II (cts(b) + arel(Cts(a))) = cts(a). (cts(b) + am(cts(a))) + cts(b)" (cts(a) + aret( cts(b) ) ) + as(c) + arez(Cts(a)" cts(b) + cts(b)'cts(a) + cts(c)).
Discrete Time Process Algebra with Absolute Timing
We present a version of the theory in Section 3 using absolute timing, where all timing is related to a global clock. Similar to Section 3, we do not consider a version with time-stamped actions (as we did in [BaB92], but instead separate the execution of actions from the passage of time, a two-phase theory in the terminology of
[NiS94].
Basic Process Algebra
We start with constantsfts(a), denoting a in the first time slice (aeAa), followed by immediate termination. An alternative notation is a(1). Besides, we have the constant fi, and operators + ,. as before. In addition, we have the absolute discrete time unit delay aab s. Axiom DAT7 uses the absolute value operator. This operator is the identity for all processes using absolute timing only. The axioms of BPA~t are A 1-5, A6ID, A7ID of BPA b AV 1, 3, 4 of PAj, plus DAT 1-7, AV8, 9 of Table 10 ; BPAda t adds to this A6A, A7, AV2 and the axiom ADAT. Notice that we can derive X+fts(6) = X for all dosed terms X except fi, i.e. for all closed terms X with -qD(X). Also notice thatfis(6). X = fts(6) can be derived for all closed terms.
Structured Operational Semantics
The operational rules (Table 11 ) are more complicated in this case, as we have to keep track of which time slice we are in, we have to keep track of the global clock. ~x, n) denotes x in the (n + 1)th time slice. We have:
9 If ~x,n)~x',n'), then x =-x',n' = n+ 1.
If(x,n)a(x',n ') or (x,n)~(~/,n'),
then n' --n.
The operational rules for the absolute value operator are trivial. 
G,b,(c~) =fts(cS) DAT1 fts(a) + fts(~) = fts(a) DAT2 G,~(X) +.G~s(Y) = ~abs( X+ Y) DAT3 G~,( X) 6 = a~h,(X g) DAT4 Gb~(X).(fts(a) + Y) = Gb+.(X). Y DAT5 Gbs(X). (fts(a)" Y+ Z) = aabs(X )" Z DAT6 tY abs( X) "flabs(Y) = ~ abs( X" [ ~r DAT7
Ifts(a)l :fts(a) Table 11 . Operational semantics of BPAa, t
a = fts(a) + Gb~(a) ADAT
(fts(a),O)&(v',O) ID((fi, n)) ID((fts(a),n+l)) (a,n)2~(v',n) (a,n)&(a,n+l) (~,n)g-(fi, n+l) [D((x, 0)) ID((x, n)) (Gbs(x),O)2> (aab,(x), 1) ID((a,b~(x),n+ 1)) a t (x,n) >(x,n) (Gb&), n + 1 ) 4 (Gb~(x'), n + 1 ) (x, n) Z r n) (x,n) %(x,n+l) (aabs(X), n + 1 ) 2~ @abs(X), n + 2) (x,n)&(v',n) @ab~(x),n+ l) & (x/,n+ 1) (x,n) • <V,n) +<x ,n) (x+y,n)--,(x,n),(y+x,n) a , (x,n)&(x,n+l) (x+y, n) & (~/,n), (y+x,n) a (~/,n) ID((x, n)), ID((y, n)) (x+y,n)-+(x+y,n+l),(y+x,n)~(y+x,n+l) ID((x+y,n)) (x,n)&(x',n) (x,n) %(x,n+l) (x,n) ~>(vJ,n) ID((x,n)) (x.y,n)Y>(x'.y,n) (x'y,n)G(x.y,n+l) (x.y,n) a~(y,n) ID((x.y,n))
Bisimulation
We also have to adapt the definition of bisimulation. A bisimulation is a symmetric binary relation R on P x N such that (a e A):
n~bs(x) = ~ eRA1 ~b~(c~) = 6 PRA2 abs ~+a(~Z~b~(X)) = a~b~(~b~(X)) eRA3
~z~sl(fts(a)) = fts(a) eRA4 ~b~(fts(a). X) = fts(a)"~bs(x) eRAS ~a~i(X+ Y) = ~,bs(x) + 7~bs(Y) PRA6
We say process expressions x and y are bisimilar, denoted x~_y, if there exists a bisimulation with R ((x, 0), (y, 0) ). Bisimulation is a congruence relation on these transition systems.
Basic Terms
We define the notion of a basic term as in Section 3. The set of basic terms is Boat, and we have auxiliary sets B}~t (basic terms that start in the first time slice) and B~t (basic terms that start in an arbitrary time slice).
Bl, lat~Bdat 9 3. If a ~ A, then fts(a) ~ B~,,.
If a ~ A and t ~ Bd~t, then fts(a)" t ~ B~ t. 7. If t, s ~ B~t, then t + s ~ Blaat .
9. J~ Bdat-11. If t ~ Ba~t, then a~b~(t ) ~ Ba~ t. 12.
2.
-Be ,.
fi e B~a t. 6. Ifa~A, thenaEB~atanda'66B~t.
If a 6 A and t ~ B~at, then a" t ~ B~a t.
If t, s ~ B~at, then t + s 6 B~a t.
If t ~ B~a t and s ~ B dat, then t + aabs(s) e B d~ t.
Basic terms over BPAda t are defined by clauses 1-12; we obtain basic terms over BPA~t by omitting clauses 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10. Notice the different formulation in clauses 6 and 8. As an example, consider the following calculation:
a" aabs(fts(b) ) = fts(a) " aabs(fts(b) ) + ~absOQS(a) " fts(b) + ~abs(a~)).
Again, the basic terms over BPAhaat are exactly the terms of one of the following three forms:
Efts(ai). ti+ Efts(bj), with n+m > O, ai, bjeA and t i basic;
i<n j<m
~fts(ai)'ti+ ~fts(bj)+a~bs(t), with n,m >~ O, ai, bj~A and t, ti basic. i<n j<m
In the case of BPAaa t, we can have extra summands of the form a (a e A6) or a-t in form 2. As in Section 3.4-6, we obtain elimination, soundness and completeness. As in Section 3.7, we can define a graph model.
Projection
We can define projections as in Section 3.8. We give axioms in Table 12 . As before, we can define a projective limit model. Again, we have elimination, soundness and completeness. Table 14 . Operational semantics of PAda t Table 15 . ACPda = PAdat-M1 +ACP~+DATC, DATCM5-7, DRTD1, 2, DAT1 t-16
fts(a) I[ (X + fts(6)) = fts(a)(X + fts(O)) DATCM2 fts(a). J(~ (Y+fts(O)) = fts(a).(X [I (Y+fts(6))) DATCM3 aabs(X) ~ (fts(a) + Y) = aabs(X ) ~ (fts(fi) + Y) DAT8 aabs(X) [[ (fts(a). Y+ Z) = aabs(X ) [L (fts(fi) + Z) NAT9
Gabs(X) [L aabs(Y) = Gbs( X L Y)
DATIO
(x, n) 2> (x', n), ~ ID((y, n)) (x II y, n) ~ (x' II y, n), (y II x, n) ~-(y 11 x', n), (x Ily, n) ~ (x' II y,'7) (x, n) & ( V, n), -IO((y, n)) (x j[ y,n) ~> (y,n), (y ll x, n) & (y,n), (x ~ y,n) & (y,n) (x,n)&(x,
n+ l), (y,n)&(y,n+ l) (xlly, n)&(xlly, n+ l),(x[Ly, n)~ (xU_y,n+ l)
ID(<x,n))
IO((x 11 Y, n)), IO((y II x, n)), ID((x l[ Y, n)), ID(( y ~_ x, n))
fts(a) Iris(b) = fts(a[b) fts(a). Xlfts(b) = fts(a [ b)" X fts(a) Iris(b)" X = fts(a I b) " X fts(a)" Xlfts(b) Y = fts(alb)'(S II Y) O~fts(a)) = fts(a) if a ql H O~fts(a)) = fts(6) if aeH
DATC
fts(a) l %b~(X) = fts(6)
O~(%bs(X)) = %bs(O~X)) DATa6
Free Merge
The addition of parallel composition is analogous to the relative time case. We show the axioms in Table 13 , the operational rules in Table 14 . We have elimination, soundness and completeness as before. A sample calculation:
fts(a) lifts(b)' ~ : fts(a) . fts(b)" fi + fts(b).
Algebra of Communicating Processes
The addition of communication is analogous to the relative time case. We show the axioms in Table 15 , the operational rules in Table 16 . We have elimination, soundness and completeness as in the case of relative time. ~>(x 'lly',n) , (xly,n)~(x'lly',n) IO((xly, n) ), IO((y[x,n) ) (x,n) Y~(x',nS,(y,n) 
Parametric Time
In this section we will integrate the absolute time and the relative time approach. Our aim is to present a finite axiomatisation, that allows an elimination theorem.
As a consequence, we can expand expressions like cts(a) lifts(b), cts(a) I[ (fts(b)+ 6). In
[BaB92], we used a different approach, using variable binding, that did not allow a finite axiomatisation. We introduce two new operators: (3, the (relative) time spectrum combinator (comparable to thepush operator on stacks or the cons operator on lists), and/z, the spectrum tail operator (comparable to a pop, tail or rest operator). The absolute value operator introduced in Section 2.1 can also be called the spectrum head operator. P (3 Q is a process that when initialised in the first time slice behaves as IPI; when initialised in slice n+ 1 its behaviour is determined by Q as follows: initialise in slice n, thereafter apply %bs. /z(X) computes a process such that X = IX] (3/z(X). For a parametric discrete time process we have the time spectrum sequence IX l, I/z(X)l, [/z2(X)l, ... 9 For each infinite sequence (Pn)n ~ ~ one may imagine a process P with I/~n(r)l : P~ though not all such P can be finitely expressed.
Basic Process Algebra
We put together the theories BPAdr t and BPA~t. We have presented all axioms in such a way, that they remain valid on the extended syntax. In axioms CM2AV, CM3AV and DAT7, we needed the absolute value operator, that characterises absolute timing processes. On the other hand, the spectrum tail operator characterizes relative timing processes. The theory BPAap t unites BPAdr t and BPA~t and the additional axioms AV10-14, ST1-7 and SC1-3 (Table 17 ). BPAdp t adds constants A U {O} and axioms A6A, A7, AV2, ADRT and ADAT. Notice that ST6, 7 imply/z(a) = a. Note that the three axioms DAT5-7 follow from AV13. We can define: Table 17 . BPAdp t = BPAdr t + BPAda t + AV10-12, ST1-7, SC1-3
9 P is an absolute time process iff BPAdt p ~ P = [PI-9 P is a relative time process iff BPAdp t F-P =/z(P).
We see that BPA~ constitutes the intersection of the absolute time and relative time theories.
Basic Form
We claim that each BPAdp t (resp. BPAdpt) process expression can be written in the form
P~oP2G...P,(3Q
(we omit brackets, using the convention that (3 associates to the right), such that each P/is a BPAdat-basic term (resp. BPAdat-basic term) and Q is a BPA~t-basic term (resp. BPAart-basic term). The way we achieve this is by writing
Now one can reduce each I/t~(X)I to a BPAdat-basic term and if n is sufficiently large, we can write S+1(X) without any aab s orfts(a) using ST1-7, so will be in the relative time signature. We call (DX], [/~(X)I, Ip2(X)[, ...) the time spectrum expansion sequence (TSS) of X. The nth component is called tssn (X) .
The Extensionality principle for Parametric Discrete Time (EPDT) is the principle that processes are equal if they have the same TSS. In this way, each model for absolute time processes induces a model for parametric time processes. We can prove that our axiomatisation is complete for this model. Some examples of time spectrum sequences:
9 The time spectrum sequence of cts (a) [ (3 r = Crabs([Iz(fts(a) 
Example ar~l(f.ts(a)) = Iqr~l(fts(a))
)[) (3 arel(P(fts(a))) = ~Tabs((~) Q) arel((~) =fts(~) (3 CtS((~) (this is the basic form) = Icts(fi)l Q/z(cts(o~)) = cts(&
~(x]l Y) = ~(x)II ~(r) ST8 p(XI Y) = p(X)Ilt(Y) ST10 p(XU_ Y) = p(X) ~_/~(r) ST9 /z(~H(X)) = d~p(X)) STll
Parallel Composition
The extension to PA or ACP is straightforward. The theory PAdp t unites BPA~p t, PAft and PAGt and the additional axioms STS, 9 of Table 18 . PAdp t unites BPAdpt, PAdr t and PAda t and STS, 9. ACPdp t unites BPA~t, ACP~t and AClZ~ada t and STS-11. ACPdp t unites BPAdt p, ACPdr t and ACPda t and ~T8-11. We can again achieve the basic form of Section 5.2. As a result, we achieve elimination, soundness and completeness. An example of the elimination of the merge (no communication):
((7abs(fts(a)) + ff2rel(Cts(b)) ) l] cts(c) = fts(c)'aabs(fts(a)'aabs(fts(b))) @ (a~b~((fts(a) "fts(c) + fts(c)"fts(a))'aab~(fts(b))) (3 cts(c)'aret(Cts(b)))
Extensionality
We formulate initialisation in an arbitrary time slice following [BaB92] by introducing natural numbers with 0 and successor (succ). n >> X denotes the behaviour of X upon initialisation at absolute time n. We have the following defining equations; as is usual, we write n + 1 for succ(n), n + 2 for succ(succ(n)) and so on:
>> X = [X] n + 1 >> X = a~bs(n >> iz(X))
Now we have the following alternative expression for extensionality for parametric discrete time:
for alln, n~P=n~Q EPDT P=Q It is the intended meaning of (parametric) discrete time process algebra that EPDT is satisfied. We note that with the use of EPDT one can prove elimination and completeness in the case of ACP@t without the use of/l. Following [BaB93] one may use the following notation: ifF is a process expression depending on x, then ~/dx" F is the parametric time process defined by n ~ (X/d x" F) = n ~ F [n/x] . We call ~/dx. F the initial abstraction operator for discrete time.
Parametric Time Conditions
Another way to denote extensionality is obtained if we introduce parametric time conditions. We consider the following syntax. and approximated with a finite stun, TSE k:
We call the last summand sl>(k)::-> X the residue of X after slice k. We notice that for X a closed expression in the syntax of ACPdpt, from some k onward the residue is (extensionally) equal to a process which is the residue of a relative time process.
This allows yet another way to obtain basic forms and elimination results for parametric time processes. An interesting additional operator is the operator ~ defined by equations
~,( true @ J() = false @ true @ ~(X) q/(false @ JO = false @ ~(X)
Using this operator, all eventually periodic time conditions can be expressed. This is useful in the representation of regular parametric time processes.
Projection
We can extend the definition of the absolute time projection operators to parametric time processes by adding to the axioms in Section 4.5 (Table 12) 
Recursion
If P is a closed process expression, then we may view X = P r X as a guarded equation in X. In many models, all guarded equations will have unique solutions. 
Regular Processes
In [BeK84b], finite state processes modulo (strong) bisimulation were studied in the context of ACP. The definitions given there can be easily extended to discrete time.
First of all, a relative time process is regular if its operational semantics as given in Sections 3.2, 3.7 and 3.8 yields a transition system which is bisimilar to a finite one. Regular relative time processes can be defined using linear systems of equations over 6, cts(a), +, ~Tre l and cts(a)'_, the prefix restriction of sequential composition. As an example, the linear equation X = cts(a)+~Trel(-~f) defines the process a.
Next, if X is a regular relative time process, then IX] is regular in absolute time. This is used as a definition, i.e. an absolute time process X is regular iff for some regular relative time Y we have X = [ Iq. To define regular absolute time processes using systems of linear equations we need [_l and the detour via relative time.
Finally, a parametric time process is regular if its time spectrum sequence (l#n(X)l)n~ ~ is an eventually periodic sequence of regular processes. 
5,10. Remark
Relation to Earlier Work
The relation between the two-phase versions of discrete time presented here and the time-stamped versions of [BaB92] is as follows: Many extensions of ACP have been proposed, e.g. state operator, priority operator, process creation operators, unreliable communication primitives, iteration, early input prefix and process prefix. In all cases we find that it is completely straightforward to determine timed versions in absolute, relative and parametric time.
Comparison with Related Work
Other discrete time process algebras that we encountered all use relative timing and are two-phase. None of them is related to a time free theory. Therefore, we limit ourselves to comparing other theories to ACPdr t. Of course, any process algebra involving multi-way synchronisation can be used as a discrete time process algebra, by just designating a special atomic action as a clock tick. This is the approach followed in CIRCAL [Mi185] , and indeed we can do this in ACP as well. In the following, we consider algebras where passage of time has properties different from atomic actions.
In BPAdrt, we combine a unary operator for ( Our definition of free merge in PAdr t is similar to the definitions in TCCS, ATP, ACP t and TPL (the correspondence with the TPL definition holds in the absence of communication; in the presence of communication TPL's merge will give priority to internal communications). So it follows that without communication the relation between merge anddiscrete time is not controversial. We depart from ATP by allowing time stops. Indeed, in our setting a,.el(cts(a))II cts(~) is unable to perform a a-step.
The merge of ACPdr t works just as the merge of TCCS [MOT89] (taking weak choice of TCCS for +). It is also equivalent to the merge of ATP. It differs from merge in [Gro90a], set up in ACP t. In fact, ACP t contains axioms a H_ x = 6 and ax lky = 6. Our main objection against these axioms (which occur in ATP as well) is that they render it impossible to injectively embed ACP t into ACPp of[BaB91] or its extension ACPp ~/of [BaB93] .
It follows that the only disagreement in the literature is about the proper semantics of left merge and communication merge. Therefore, our choice for the merge operator itself seems reasonably well motivated.
Concluding Remarks
We have proposed a theory on discrete time process algebra that extends ACP with the features of ATP in a setting consistent with that of ACPp, ACPp ~/, ACPp ~/I. Many options for further work remain, e.g. : 
